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We present an analytical expression for the observed signal in time- and phase-resolved pump-probe
studies, with particular emphasis on terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. Maxwell’s equations are
solved for the response of damped, harmonic oscillators to a driving probe field in the perturbative
regime. Our analytical expressions agree with the one previously reported in the literature Nemec
et al., J. Chem. Phys. 122, 104503 2005 in the Drude limit; however, they differ in the case of
a vibrational resonance. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2761915
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of ultrafast lasers to unravel the dynamics of
physical and chemical processes in a variety of systems,
ranging from gas-phase dipoles and liquids to monolayers on
substrates, is becoming increasingly widespread. The essence
of such studies is that the system is brought out of its ground
state by an ultrashort excitation pulse “pump” pulse and
that the relaxation to the new equilibrium is followed real
time by a second “probe” pulse, which can be variably
delayed with respect to the first.
In most of these experiments, the temporally integrated
intensity of the probe pulse is recorded with a square law
detector. As such, the phase information contained in the
time-dependent probe field is lost. However, the phase of the
field contains information about transient changes in the
complex conductivity that is complementary to that con-
tained in the amplitude of the field envelope. In phase-
resolved experiments, one detects both the amplitude and
phase shift of all components contained in the probe field
either through a gating technique e.g., time-resolved tera-
hertz spectroscopy2–12 or through heterodyning the signal
e.g., two-dimensional infrared13 or interferometric photo-
electron spectroscopy14. Though we concentrate here on the
experimental analysis of time-resolved terahertz spectros-
copy TRTS—Refs. 2–10 and 15–18 provide a partial over-
view of this field—the equations we derive can in principle
be applied to any phase-resolved spectroscopy. In addition to
the explicit consideration of the phase, the theoretical treat-
ment of these experiments also has to take into account the
varying sample response over the range of frequency com-
ponents contained within the probe pulses.
There have been a number of notable previous efforts in
this area, ranging from numerical e.g., using the finite-
difference time-domain pulse propagation method to simu-
late time-resolved terahertz experiments19 to analytic ap-
proaches with varying degrees of complexity.20–22 More
recently, a quite general analytical theory was developed by
Nemec et al. showing how to extract the transient third or-
der conductivity from the experimental data without ad hoc
assumptions;23 subsequent publications from the same group
showed how to interpret the measured data in the framework
of the most frequently used models.1,24
In this contribution we further generalize the above men-
tioned work,1,23,24 specifically to accommodate lifetimes of
the excited state that are small compared with its scattering
time.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The central features of a TRTS experimental setup are
shown schematically in Fig. 1. A single laser beam is divided
into three parts: i a pump beam, used to photoexcite the
sample; ii a generation beam, to generate a terahertz pulse
in either a nonlinear crystal25 or a biased emitter;26 and iii a
FIG. 1. Schematic of a time-resolved terahertz setup, with three delay lines
to independently set the generation, pump, and detection delay times, re-
spectively. The laser beam passing through the generation delay generates
terahertz radiation. The terahertz pulse propagates to and through the
sample, which is excited by a second laser beam passing through the pump
delay. The transmitted terahertz pulse is sampled by means of the third laser
beam passing through the detection delay. Throughout the paper we use the
identities t td− tg and te tp− tg.
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detection beam, to detect the time-dependent wave form of
the transmitted terahertz pulse by electro-optical sampling25
or using a semiconductor antenna.26 These three beams can
be delayed separately, though only two of the three delays
are independent as far as the experimental results are con-
cerned.
The pump-induced differential terahertz field Ez , t , te
at spatial coordinate z, and times t td− tg and te tp− tg as
defined in Fig. 1, is determined by the temporal response of
the material after photoexcitation.20,27 However, when mate-
rial properties change on a time scale that is comparable to
the terahertz pulse duration, and different sample properties
are probed by the front and tail of the terahertz pulse, the
analysis is nontrivial. One of the simplest such cases to con-
sider in transient terahertz experiments is that of a semicon-
ductor photoexcited with a femtosecond laser pulse. This
leads to a gas of mobile electrons in the conduction band of
the semiconductor, the density of which first increases due to
photoexcitation and then decreases due to trapping and re-
combination. When the time scales of the generation and
decay of these mobile electrons are comparable to or faster
than the duration of the terahertz pulse, it is very challenging
to extract the transient photoconductivity response from the
experimentally determined terahertz spectrum.28
III. APPROXIMATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The main approximation we make in our analysis is in
assuming a small, perturbative response of the system to the
pump pulse; this corresponds to neglecting the interaction
between the pump-induced dipoles. In the absence of the
exciting pump pulse, the terahertz wave form E0z , t induces
a polarization P0z , t in the sample. Due to the pump a small
but significant fraction of ground-state electrons are excited,
and consequently the polarization induced by the terahertz
wave form changes, thus giving rise to a change in the
propagated wave form Ez , t , te. The specific response of
photogenerated charge carriers to the terahertz field is con-
tained within Ez , t , te, which therefore contains informa-
tion about the charge dynamics. The perturbative approxima-
tion applies as long as Ez , t , teEz , t0 throughout the
sample, which requires the radiation of the pump-induced
dipoles to be sufficiently small, and the sample sufficiently
thin for the accumulated phase lag between the electric fields
with and without pump to remain close to zero. Then the
disturbances E and P are linearly proportional both to the
probe field and to the excitation intensity.
Other assumptions made in the analysis are i that the
medium is isotropic, such that the electric and magnetic
fields have a linear and mutually orthogonal polarization
throughout the beam path; ii that the sample is spatially
homogeneous, with a material response depending on fre-
quency only; iii that the sample thickness exceeds both the
dimension of the terahertz wave packet and that of the pen-
etration depth of the pump beam that is to say, we assume
that 100% of the pump light is absorbed in the sample, and
that multiple reflections within the sample do not interfere
temporally with the main transmitted wave packet; iv that
there is no dispersion of the pump beam in the sample; v
that the excited states can be described by a collection of
damped harmonic oscillators with identical force constants
i.e., we do not consider inhomogeneous line broadening;
and vi that the excited charge density decays monoexpo-
nentially, as in a first order recombination process. These
approximations still allow for an analytical treatment, with-
out loosing applicability to a wide range of experimental
studies.
IV. MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS
Consider Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic
propagation along a single spatial coordinate z, with the elec-
tric field Ez , t , te and polarization Pz , t , te polarized along
the x axis, and the magnetic field Hz , t , te along the y axis.
All involved fields depend parametrically on the delay times
tp, tg, and td, for the pump, generation, and detection delays,
respectively see Fig. 1, with the definitions t td− tg and
te tp− tg. In SI units Maxwell’s equations read
0
Ez,t,te
t
+
Pz,t,te
t
+
Hz,t,te
z
= 0,
1
0
Hz,t,te
t
+
Ez,t,te
z
= 0.
The detector response equation relates the electric field in the
sample to the measured electric field Emeasz , t , te by means
of the detector response function t,20
Emeasz,t,te = t + TwinTwin − t

0

dttEz,t − t,te , 2
with 	 as the Heaviside’s unit step function vanishing for
	
0. The two step functions determine the time window
within which the terahertz field is sampled. Both the time
window and the detector response function limit the resolu-
tion of the terahertz measurements.
The polarization in the sample follows directly from the
average positions of the charges xit , te and their effective
charges qi,
Pz,t,te = V−1
i=1
Nt
qixit,te , 3
with V the volume of the sample and Nt the total number of
dipoles. A small fraction of these dipoles are excited by the
pump light, their number being Ne. The remaining dipoles
Nt−Ne are not affected by the pump light. Quite generally,
the polarization can be written as a Green’s function integral
over past times as follows:
Pz,t,te = V−1 dtEz,t,te
i=1
Nt qi
2
mi
Git − t,te , 4
with Git− t , te as the response of the ith dipole to an in-
stantaneous impulse t− t, qi its effective charge, and mi
its mass. For the ground-state dipoles the temporal evolution
is determined by a single Green’s function Ggt− t, i.e., this
function does not have a particle index i. The exact expres-
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sions for these Green’s functions follow from Eqs. 8
through 10 below. Excited-state dipoles each have their
own response, depending on how long they persist in their
excited state, before relaxing back to the ground state. Using
the differential field Ez , t , teEz , t , te−E0z , t, the po-
larization can now be separated into three terms,
Pz,t,te = V−1 dtEz,t,te
 
i=1
Ni−Ne qg
2
mg
Ggt − t + 
i=1
Ne qi
2
mi
Git − t,te	
= P0z,t + t dtEz,t,te qg2
mg
Ggt − t
+ Pz,t,te , 5
with the total particle density tNt /V, and
Pz,t,te = dtEz,t,te
V−1
i=1
Ne qi
2
mi
Git − t,te − e
qg
2
mg
Ggt − t	 ,
6
P0z,t = t dtE0z,t qg2
mg
Ggt − t ,
with eNe /V. The perturbative limit mentioned in the pre-
vious section implies that the full electric field in Eq. 6 is
replaced by the primary field the electric field in the absence
of sample excitation by a pump pulse,
Pz,t,te 
  dtE0z,t
V−1
i=1
Ne qi
2
mi
Git − t,te − e
qg
2
mg
Ggt − t	 .
7
V. TEMPORAL PART: VIBRATIONAL RESONANCES
The polarization is determined by the local electric field
at present and past times. While focusing on the temporal
part of our problem, we disregard the spatial dependence of
all fields, and will include the spatial dependence in the next
section when it becomes relevant again. Moreover, we re-
place the sum over a finite collection of dipoles with an
integral over a continuous distribution.
Excited dipoles have number density e, unexcited di-
poles have number density t−e. The dynamics of the un-
affected dipoles is governed by a second order differential
equation,
Lgtxt =
qg
mg
E0t ,
8
LgtGgt − t = t − t ,
with qg the effective charge and mg the oscillating mass of a
dipole with position xt, and Ggt− t Green’s function. The
operator Lg is defined as
Lgt =
2
t2
+ g

t
+ res;g
2
, 9
with g the damping rate and res,g the resonance frequency
of the ground-state dipoles.
Likewise, the excited-state dynamics are described by
Letxt =
qe
me
E0t ,
LetGet − t = t − t , 10
Let =
2
t2
+ e

t
+ res;e
2
.
A dipole unaffected by the pump pulse obeys Eqs. 8 and 9
at all times,
xgt =
qg
mg
 dtE0tGgt − t . 11
For excited dipoles the solution is more involved. Defining 	
as the time span during which the dipole is excited, and te the
moment of excitation, the excited dipole obeys ground-state
dynamics Eqs. 8 and 9 before its excitation i.e., for
times t
 te, excited-state dynamics Eq. 10 during its ex-
citation i.e., for times te
 t
 te+	, and again ground-state
dynamics after its decay to the ground state i.e., for times
t te+	. Hence, the solution can be written as a sum of
three terms, corresponding to the above mentioned time win-
dows,
xet,te,	
= te − t
qg
mg

−
t
dtE0tGgt − t
+ te + 	 − tt − te
 qe
me

−
t
dtE0tGet − t − et,te	
+ t − te − 	 qg
mg

−
t
dtE0tGgt − t + gt,te,		 ,
12
where et , te and gt , te ,	 are solutions of the homogeneous
equations of motion see Appendix, with amplitudes deter-
mined by the condition that the particle motion is continuous
both at the time of excitation te and that of decay back into
the ground state, te+	. Analogously, we define the time-
dependent effective charge,
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qet,te,	 = te − tqg + te + 	 − tt − teqe
+ t − te − 	qg. 13
This allows for different coupling strengths of the vibrational
modes with the driving field, depending on the state excited
or ground of the oscillator. The average behavior of all ex-
cited dipoles is determined by the temporal profile of et,
the density of excited states. In the following we assume it
has an exponential decay rate =1/	c:
et  ee−tt . 14
The polarization follows as a weighted average of the indi-
vidual dipoles, each with their own lifetime 	,
Pt,te  
0

d	e	qet,te,	xet,te,	 − qgxgt .
15
It is shown in the appendix that the differential polarization
can be written as a sum of three terms,
Pt,te = Pdrivent,te + Pexcitationt,te + Pdecayt,te .
16
These terms have a straightforward interpretation:
i the term Pdrivent , te corresponds to the driven mo-
tion of the oscillators in their excited state, during the
time interval te
 t
 te+	;
ii the term Pexcitationt , te corresponds to the damped
transients free induction decay created at the time of
excitation t= te; and
iii the term Pdecayt , te corresponds to the damped tran-
sients created at the exponentially distributed times
of decay t= te+	.
Using the Fourier convention,
f = dteit ft ,
17
ft = 1
2  de−it f ,
the first two terms can be Fourier transformed to
Pdriven,e + Pexcitation,e
= E0 + e
e
 + ie
qg
m
qe − qgGg + e +
qe
m
qe − qgGg + eGe + eGe + i	 , 18
and the third to
Pdecay,e = E0 + eeGgqg
qe
m
Ge + e −
qg
m
Gg + e
g +  − 2i
 + ie
Ge + i
Gg + e
− 1 , 19
where we assumed equal masses m=mg=me. Since the decay
term arises from the continuity condition on the dipolar os-
cillation at the moment of decay from the excited state back
into the ground state, it vanishes in both limits qg→0 and
→0. The conductivity  corresponding to the above po-
larization reads
vibrational,e = driven,e + excitation,e
+ decay,e ,
driven,e + excitation,e
= − i
e
 + ie
qg
m
qe − qgGg + e
+
qe
m
qe − qgGg + eGe + eGe + i	 , 20
decay,e = − ieGgqg
qe
m
Ge + e −
qg
m
Gg + e
g +  − 2i
 + ie
Ge + i
Gg + e
− 1 .
VI. DRUDE ELECTRON GAS
The above expressions apply to a driven, damped oscil-
lator, which is temporarily excited into a state with different
oscillator characteristics. That is to say, it does not apply to a
Drude electron gas. However, our formalism is suitable to
describe this case too. This is important for the interpretation
of broadband pump-probe terahertz experiments, which
probe interferences of the Drude electron gas and vibrational
resonances.
29 In this section we show what response may be
expected from Drude electrons with finite lifetime 	c=1/.
The electron cloud is created at time t= te with by definition
zero position and zero average velocity. After recombination
with an ion to a neutral excited state, the Drude electron does
not contribute to the photoinduced current anymore. Conse-
quently, the position of a Drude electron with lifetime 	 is
“frozen” from time t= te+	 onwards,
xet,te,	 =
qe
me
te + 	 − tt − te

te
t
dtE0tGDt − t + t − te − 	

te
te+	
dtE0tGDte + 	 − t	 . 21
Here the Drude Green’s function GDt is a solution of Eqs.
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8 and 9 in the case of vanishing resonance frequency
res=0,
GDt =
t
D
1 − e−Dt , 22
with D as the scattering time of the Drude electrons. Equa-
tion 21 cannot be Fourier transformed easily because the
second term does not vanish for t→. However, its deriva-
tive with respect to the first time variable t,
x˙et,te,	 =
qe
me
te + 	 − tt − te
te
t
dtE0tG˙ Dt − t ,
23
can be Fourier transformed without the problem of diver-
gences. The resulting photoinduced current reads
JDrude,e = E0 + eDrude,e ,
24
Drude,e =
qe
2
m
e
 + ie + D − i
,
in agreement with Eq. 33 in Ref. 1. In comparing these
expressions, please note that our couple  ,e corresponds
to their − ,p, as a result of different definitions both in
the delay times and in the Fourier transform.
VII. SPATIAL DEPENDENCE
We now turn our attention to the spatial part of the prob-
lem. Using the Fourier convention of Eq. 17 we obtain for
Eq. 1 the well-known expressions
Hz,,te
z
= i0Ez,,te + Pz,,te ,
25
Ez,,te
z
= i0Hz,,te .
In the absence of excitation, these equations read
H0z,
z
= i0E0z, + P0z,
= i0E0z,1 + g ,
26
E0z,
z
= i0H0z, ,
with the polarization of Eq. 5 written as follows:
Pz,,te = P0z, + 0gEz,,te + Pz,,te ,
27
P0z, = 0gE0z, .
The susceptibility is linearly related to the ground-state
Green’s function,
0g = t
qg
2
m
Gg , 28
in agreement with Eq. 6. Subtracting Eq. 26 from Eq.
25 yields the following equation for the difference fields:
Hz,,te
z
= i0Ez,,te1 + g
+ iPz,,te ,
29
Ez,,te
z
= i0Hz,,te .
The separation of the total polarization into three terms as
proposed in Eq. 27 has the important consequence that the
differential fields E and H propagate with the same di-
electric constant 01+g as the primary fields E0 and
H0, the only difference being the source term Pz , , te.
The three polarization terms can be interpreted as follows: P0
is the response of Nt ground-state dipoles i.e., as if none of
them had been excited by the pump to the primary field E0;
0gEz , , te is the response of Nt ground-state di-
poles to the differential field, and these two terms together
describe the response of Nt ground-state dipoles to the total
field; the third term, the differential polarization P, de-
scribes the response of Ne excited-state dipoles to the total
field, minus the response of Ne ground-state dipoles, thereby
correcting for the fact that the first two terms assume Nt
ground-state dipoles instead of Nt−Ne.
From now on we replace the pump-free notation E0 and
H0 by a different one which aims at describing the boundary
conditions on the sample interface, defined as z=0. The in-
coming, reflected, and transmitted parts of the fields will be
given by Ein, Eref, and Etr, respectively, and likewise for H
see Fig. 2a.
Moreover, the fields can be separated into a pump-free
part describing the medium in the absence of a pump field,
and a differential part E describing the response to an
exciting pump field. We write, for z0,
Ez,,te = Einz, + Erefz, + Erefz,,te ,
Hz,,te = Hinz, + Hrefz, + Hrefz,,te , 30
P = 0.
For z0, we write
FIG. 2. Definition of the primary a and differential b fields. The vertical
coordinate represents space z, the horizontal time t. The shaded area
represents the sample, with the interface at z=0 marked with a thick line.
The dark circle in the right diagram represents a spatiotemporally localized
pump-induced polarization.
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Ez,,te = Etrz, + Etrz,,te + Ebackz,,te
+ Eforwz,,te ,
Hz,,te = Htrz, + Htrz,,te + Hbackz,,te
+ Hforwz,,te , 31
Pz,,te = 0gEz,,te + Pz,,te .
In general the polarization causes radiation in both the for-
ward and backward directions. For the stationary case with-
out pump the effects of the forward and backward radiated
fields are fully taken into account by the index of refraction,
resulting in a reflected field component at the air-sample in-
terface. In the time-dependent case with pump the polariza-
tion produces a forward radiated electromagnetic field Eforw
and a backward radiated field Eback, respectively see Fig.
2b. On impinging onto the entrance interface of the
sample, the backward traveling wave gives rise to a back-
ward transmitted part, represented by the field Eref Eq.
30, and a forward reflected part, represented by the field
Etr in Eq. 31.
Equations 25–31 lead to several derived expressions,
which we subdivide into four cases: with and without pump-
ing, and before and after the interface. One obtains:
i without pumping, before the interface z
0,
Einz,
z
= i0Hinz, ,
Hinz,
z
= i0Einz, ,
32
Erefz,
z
= i0Hrefz, ,
Hrefz,
z
= i0Erefz,;
ii without pumping, after the interface z0,
Etrz,
z
= i0Htrz, ,
33
Htrz,
z
= i01 + gEtrz, ,
where the boundary conditions for the air-sample in-
terface imply
Ein0, + Eref0, = Etr0, ,
34
Hin0, + Href0, = Htr0,;
iii with pumping, before the interface z
0,
Erefz,,te
z
= i0Hrefz,,te ,
35
Hrefz,,te
z
= i0Erefz,,te;
iv with pumping, after the interface z0,

z
Etrz,,te = i0Htrz,,te ,

z
Htrz,,te = i01 + gEtrz,,te ,
36

z
Ebackz,,te + Eforwz,,te
= i0Hbackz,,te + Hforwz,,te ,

z
Hbackz,,te + Hforwz,,te = i01 + g
Ebackz,,te + Eforwz,,te
+ iPz,,te ,
with the corresponding boundary conditions,
Eref0,,te = Etr0,,te + Eback0,,te ,
37
Href0,,te = Htr0,,te + Hback0,,te .
Equations 32–34 without pumping are solved by
the well-known expressions
Einz, = Ein0,eiz/c,
Hinz, = c0Ein0,eiz/c,
Erefz, = Eref0,e−iz/c,
Hrefz, = − c0Eref0,e−iz/c,
38
Etrz, = Etr0,einz/c,
Htrz, = c0nEtr0,einz/c,
Etr0, =
2
1 + n
Ein0, ,
Eref0, =
1 − n
1 + n
Ein0, ,
with the index of refraction n defined by the relation
n2=1+g. Likewise, Eqs. 35–37 for the pump-
induced field changes are solved by
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Erefz,,te = Eref0,,tee−iz/c,
Hrefz,,te = − c0Eref0,,tee−iz/c,
Etrz,,te = Etr0,,teeinz/c,
Htrz,,te = c0nEtr0,,teeinz/c,
39
Etr0,,te =
n − 1
n + 1
Eback0,,te ,
Eref0,,te =
2n
n + 1
Eback0,,te ,
Ebackz,,te + Eforwz,,te
= dzPz,,teez − z, ,
Hbackz,,te + Hforwz,,te
= dzPz,,tehz − z, .
The Green’s functions ez , and hz , used to calculate
the fields radiated by the polarized dipoles are defined by
ez, =
i0c
2n
einz/c,
40
hz, =
1
2

z
z
einz/c,
providing the solution to the equations
ez,
z
= i0hz, ,
41
hz,
z
= i0n2ez, + z .
We now consider the spatiotemporal dependence of the den-
sity of excited states, ez , t. In the case of a finite duration
of the pump pulse the excited-state population is determined
by the relation

t
ez,t = Sz,t − ez,t . 42
The rate of charge carrier production, Sz , t, is given by
Sz,t = eze−zIt − npz/c , 43
with  the reciprocal penetration depth of the pump beam,
and It−npz /c the intensity profile of the pump beam propa-
gating through the sample assume without dispersion and a
corresponding group velocity c /np. The “effective index of
refraction for group propagation” np is related to the index of
refraction n as
np = npump − pumpdnd pump, 44
with pump as the center radial frequency of the pump beam.
In frequency domain the relative density of excited dipoles
can be written as follows:
ez, = eIzexp− z + inpz/c , 45
with e=e / − i. At this point one has all ingredients
to perform the spatial integration over the Green’s functions
in Eq. 39. When the sample is thick enough to absorb all
the excitation light we do not have to take into account the
excitation profile generated by backward traveling pump
light reflected off the exit interface of the sample. In the
thick-sample approximation the integration limits may be ex-
tended to infinity,
Eforwz→ ,,q = 
0

dzPz,,qez − z, ,
46
Ebackz = 0,,q = 
0

dzPz,,qe− z, .
Using Eq. 18 for Pdriven, Eq. 45 for e, Eq. 38 for Etr,
Eq. 39 for Eback, and Etr, and Eq. 40 for e, we obtain
the following solution for the transmitted Terahertz wave
EEforw+Etr:
Ez,,e
Etrz = 0, + e
=
,e
2n
I− eeinz/c
 1F+ + n − 1n + 1 1F−	 ,
F±  c − ienp − i + en + e ± in , 47
with the conductivity  defined above in Eq. 20. For an
infinitely long sampling window Tw→ the measured
fields are related to the real fields as see Eq. 25
Emeasz,,e
Etr
measz = 0, + e
=

 + e
Ez,,e
Etrz = 0, + e
. 48
This introduces the detector response into Eq. 47 when
written in terms of the measured fields. Different expressions
for the spatial factor F± in Eq. 47, applying to thin
samples, or to samples with low absorption, can be found in
the seminal papers.23
VIII. NUMERICAL VALIDATION
In spite of the simplicity of our model a driven damped
harmonic oscillator the resulting expressions for the polar-
ization in the frequency domain, Eqs. 18 and 19, are quite
cumbersome, and we felt the need to validate them indepen-
dently by comparing them with straightforward numerical
solutions for a specific set of conditions. These conditions
are i the driving field is a continuous-wave field of the form
E0t=E0 cos 0t; ii the effective charges in the excited and
ground states are equal qe=qg such that the polarization
Eqs. 18 and 19 Pt , te is linearly related to the posi-
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tion difference of the excited- and ground-state oscillators
xe−xg; iii the resonance frequency of the ground state is
one-third the frequency of the driving field; and iv the
damping rates are equal in the excited and ground states.
The analytical solution for the position in the two-
dimensional 2D time domain was retrieved from the polar-
ization by a one-dimensional numerical Fourier transform
from  to t; the transform from e to te was done trivially
using the delta function of the driving field, E0+e
=E0+e+0++e−0. The numerical calcula-
tions are based on Eqs. 12–15, with the Green’s function
defined in the Appendix Eq. A4. The results are plotted in
Fig. 3.
The numerical results are indistinguishable from the ana-
lytical ones. However, when the decay term Pdecay is ne-
glected, discrepancies arise. This proves, along with the deri-
vation presented in Sec. V, that our solutions can be trusted.
IX. DISCUSSION
The terahertz conductivity for a Drude electron gas, Eq.
24, reproduces an expression already published in the
literature.1 This is not the case for Eq. 20 for the vibrational
conductivity, which differs slightly from its corresponding
expression in the literature Eq. 50 in Sec. IIIC in Ref. 1:
where the literature has a factor of − i our notation,
whereas we have a factor of −i. The difference between
these two expressions becomes apparent upon considering
the response of the oscillators to a dc electric field.
The response of the current Jdc ,e to the dc field
Edc=2E0 reads
Jdc,e = ,eEdc + e
= 2 + e,eE0. 49
Since a dc field has no phase, in the time domain this current
depends on its temporal variables only through the difference
t− te. This is adequately reflected by the introduction of
wiggled, single-variable functions as follows:
J˜dct  Jdct,0 ,
J˜dct − te = Jdct,te =
1
2  de−it−teJ˜dc ,
50
J˜dc = E0,−  .
The integrated current surge follows as

−

dtJ˜dct − te = J˜dc = 0 = E00,0 . 51
On the other hand it can be written in terms of the polariza-
tion as

−

dtJ˜dct − te = 
−

dt ddtP˜ dct − te	
= P˜ dc − P˜ dc− 
52
P˜ dct  Pdct,0 .
Since the vibrational motion of the oscillator is identical to
its motion in the ground state at the times t→ ±, it is clear
that the above polarization difference must vanish. Hence we
find that, for the vibrational model defined in Sec. V, the
2D-frequency dependent conductivity  ,e must obey
the relation
vibrational0,0 = 0. 53
This is indeed the case for our vibrational expression, Eq.
20. Relation 53 does not apply to Eq. 50 in Sec. IIIC in
Ref. 1. From this we deduce that their model does not de-
scribe a vibrational oscillator excited at time t= te and de-
cayed back to the ground state at a later time t= te+	 with
some distribution of finite lifetimes 	.
Relation 53 does not apply to the Drude conductivity
Eq. 24 because from Eq. 21 it can be seen that the
quantities xet→ , te ,	 and P˜ dc,Drudet→ do not vanish.
Finally, we added a decay term to the vibrational con-
ductivity published in the literature.1 The decay term corre-
sponds to the vibrational motion of an oscillator after the
decay of the excited state to the ground state. A numerical
calculation confirms our analytical results.
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APPENDIX: CONTINUITY CONDITIONS
Equation 12 describes the motion of a damped, driven
oscillator xet , te ,	 during three separate periods. Before the
moment of excitation, for t
 te, the motion of the oscillator
is determined by the ground-state dynamics Eq. 8. After
excitation, for t te, the oscillator obeys excited-state dy-
namics Eq. 10, until the moment that the excitation spon-
taneously decays back into the ground state, at t= te+	. From
that moment onwards, the oscillator obeys ground-state dy-
namics again.
For t
 te, the solution reads
xet,te,	 = te − t
qs
mg

−
t
dtE0tGgt − t , A1
and for te
 t
 te+	,
xet,te,	 = te + 	 − tt − te
 qe
me

−
t
dtE0tGet − t − et,te	 ,
A2
with
et,te = e1teGet − te + e2teG˙ et − te A3
as the homogeneous solution of the excited-state dynamics.
Using e=res,e2 −e2 /4, the Green’s function for the under-
damped case res,ee /2 can be written as
Get = t
sin et
e
e−et/2, A4
with the limits
lim
t↓0
Get = 0,
lim
t↓0
G˙ et = 1, A5
lim
t↓0
G¨ et = − e,
where the dot indicates a derivative to the first time vari-
able. In the case of overdamped dynamics the sine and co-
sine functions in Eq. A4 must be replaced with their hyper-
bolic siblings, and e,overdamped=e2 /4−res,e2 . Continuity of
both position and velocity at t= te,
lim
t↑te
xet,te,	 = lim
t↓te
xet,te,	 ,
A6
lim
t↑te
x˙et,te,	 = lim
t↓te
x˙et,te,	 ,
when applied to the solutions A1 and A2, results in two
conditions for the homogeneous amplitudes e1,2,
qg
mg
 dtE0tGgte − t
=
qe
me
 dtE0tGete − t − ete,te ,
A7
qg
mg
  dtE0tG˙ gt − t
t=te
=
qe
me
  dtE0tG˙ et − t
t=te
− e˙t,tet=te.
Consequently, the amplitudes must have the values
e1te = dtE0tK˙ te − t + eKte − t ,
A8
e2te = dtE0tKte − t ,
with
Kt 
qe
me
Get −
qg
mg
Ggt .
In the same way we can derive the coefficients for the
solution at times after decay of the excited state t te+	,
xet,te,	 = t − te − 	
 qg
mg
 dtE0tGgt − t + gt,te,		 ,
A9
with
gt,te,	 = g1te,	Ggt − te − 	 + g2te,	G˙ gt − te − 	 .
A10
Continuity at time t= te+	 yields
qe
me
 dtE0tGete + 	 − t − ete + 	,te
=
qg
mg
 dtE0tGgte + 	 − t + gte + 	,te,	 ,
A11
qe
me
  dtE0tG˙ et − t
t=te+	
− e˙t,tet=te+	
=
qg
mg
  dtE0tG˙ gt − t
t=te+	
+ g˙t,te,	t=te+	,
with the corresponding solutions for the homogeneous am-
plitudes g1,2te ,	:
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g1te,	 = dtE0tK˙ te + 	 − t + gKte + 	 − t
− e1teG˙ e	 + gGe	 − e2teG¨ e	 + gG˙ e	 ,
A12
g2te,	 = dtE0tKte + 	 − t
− e1teG˙ e	 − e2teG¨ e	 .
Given the coefficients e1te, e2te, g1te ,	, and g2te ,	 of
the homogeneous solutions Eqs. A3 and A10, the posi-
tion of the excited oscillator Eq. 12 is determined at all
times t, te, and 	. Threefold integration over the lifetime 	
Eq. 15, and time delays t and te Eq. 17 yields the
polarization in 2D-frequency domain.
The homogeneous amplitudes e1te, e2te, g1te ,	, and
g2te ,	 need only slight adaptation when a difference in
equilibrium position x of the excited and ground-state os-
cillators is taken into account. One needs the following ad-
ditions to the coefficients:
e1te = ex ,
e2te = x ,
A13
g1te,	 = gx ,
g2te,	 = x .
This results in a fourth term in the total polarization cf. Eqs.
16, 18, and 19,
Pequilibrium,e
= 2x + eeE0 + e
qgGgg − i
 − i
− e +  − i
g +  − 2iGe + i	 − qe
 + ie
1 − Ge + iGe + e	 . A14
These terms can be readily recognized from the 2D-
frequency conductivity due to the delta function broadened
in practice by the time resolution of the experimental setup,
yielding diagonal lines at =−e.
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